TRIG-STAR...
is an ANNUAL COMPETITION program...
with $$$ PRIZES... for ALL...
HIGH SCHOOL MATH STUDENTS
and, TEACHERS...

TRIG-STAR...
is offered by participating HIGH SCHOOLS...
awarding the TOP STUDENTS...
in YOUR HIGH SCHOOL...
STATEWIDE... and, NATIONALLY...

TRIG-STAR...
is sponsored by the
NATIONAL SOCIETY of PROFESSIONAL SURVEYORS (NSPS)

TRIG-STAR...
helps HIGH SCHOOL GUIDANCE COUNSELORS
and MATH TEACHERS... PROVE...
that there REALLY... are... CAREERS...
that USE MATH... EVERY day...
AFTER... High School... !!!

TRIG-STAR...
focuses on the PROFESSION of SURVEYING...
to acquaint HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS
with IMPORTANT and PRACTICAL...
EVERY day... application of MATH...

PROFESSIONAL SURVEYORS work
OUTDOORS... INDOORS... on LAND...
in the AIR... and, out to SEA...
using the LATEST TECHNOLOGY...
COMPUTER MAPPING EQUIPMENT...
UAVs... and, GPS...

For more information...
how YOU can use YOUR MATH SKILLS
in an IMPORTANT and PRACTICAL...
EVERY day... CAREER... and, BE...
a TRIG-STAR WINNER...
GO to... the LINK below... !!!

www.trig-star.info

Follow in the HISTORICAL footsteps
of AMERICA's GREATEST PRESIDENTS
GEORGE WASHINGTON and THOMAS JEFFERSON...
who invented the current
U.S. PROPERTY BOUNDARY SYSTEM
STILL used TODAY...
and, ABE LINCOLN... who enacted
the HOMESTEAD ACT of 1862...

and, those... who have followed them...